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Concerning nostalgia

Despite the technological advancements of film-making today, there’s no putting down an increasing public interest in the less sophisticated product of yesterday. And never has the collector of film memorabilia had it so good.

In Westwood Village (Calif.), Donald W. Klipper, a travel agent, recently revealed a personal library of some 2,000 film titles, the earliest from 1906, not all of them pure entertainment. There’s a liberal sprinkling of propaganda movies in the lot, including a primitive Thomas Edison commercial for anthracite coalburning railroad companies, pointing out that their passengers arrive at destinations unsoiled by grime and soot.

Klipper, who’s been conducting extension classes in history via film at UCLA, regards his collection as “a window on the world . . . like a time machine,” a visual, moving, documentation of seven decades of change in morals, clothes, manners, furnishings and values.

As a sidebar on the same subject, he has also put together a private series on the history of erotic films, less sensational in intent than as an examination of the social mores from the 1930’s to the present.

Change, it would see, is only in degree.

***

Old movie hardware

Only fitting that the California Museum of Science and Industry should be the setting for the priceless collection of precinema and cinema antiques, thanks to Universal Studios.

This exhibit, stripped of tinsel, concerns itself exclusively with the physical equipment which made movie-making possible . . . surprisingly, it did not start in America.

The camera used to shoot “Birth of a Nation” was built in France by Pathe in 1910, and is on display. So is an English Aeroscope which recorded action on a Belgian battlefield the same year.

Earlier still, there’s the Thaumatrope, invented in the 1820’s, and Lee DeForest’s movie-sound equipment, invented in 1923. Despite its availability, Hollywood’s first “sound” film was dependent on an accompanying phonograph record, and it was not until 1926, when Warner’s produced “Don Juan”, that the film capital of the world released a major film accompanied by sound.

Future plans call for a Museum screening of a 1916 print from Universal’s archives, showing founder Carl Laemmle conducting the studio’s first tour.

This exhibit, by the way, is contracted to run for two years, open-ended after that.

In today’s world, where shooting the moon is old hat, there’s genuine escape in going back in time to where shooting a movie was enough to make a tourist gasp.

***

On the lighter side

Remember the advent of living color on TV? Remember the NBC peacock?

You’d better. That’s practically the only way left to see that semi-retired bird, according to Don Durgin, president of NBC-TV.

All part of gaining time by elimination, is the philosophy behind pruning of such trivia as the animated NBC chime logo at the end of all programs, dropping of production company tags at the close of programs, restricting opening and closing credits, except for main titles, to 40 seconds, and eliminating five-second promotional spots preceding station breaks in hour-long programs, among other things.

Would you believe this latter item is rumored to account for 25% of NBC’s prime time promotion availabilities?

What a trauma for the viewing audience! ***

Another collection

While commercial broadcasters battle to retain the now-hackneyed formats that served them so well during the infancy of telecasting, Public Broadcasting Service network has scooped up a grant from the American Dental Association’s archives of the American Dental Association) “Tommy Tucker’s Tooth”, perhaps Walt Disney’s first commercial film, has joined the Disney library.

The silent, live-action movie with a few animated inserts, was filmed by Walt himself in Kansas City, Mo., in Dec. 1922, the year Disney founded his first company, Laugh-o-Gram Films.

“Tommy Tucker” earned Disney a whopping $500, plus $1.50 bonus, the exact amount needed to retrieve his only pair of shoes from a repair shop. Scarcely what could be called “well-plotted”, the story concerned a good boy, Tommy, who took care of his teeth, and a bad boy, Jimmie Jones, who didn’t, but who does later, thanks to Tommy’s example.

Both boys get jobs, because of their good appearance.

My gracioûs, weren’t those the simple days, though. ***
For the music minded
This seems to be the era of specialized museums. Now it's Heritage Museum on S. Olive in Los Angeles.

Where else would you have access to the most extensive collection of antique musical instruments in the west, along with a complete full scale 1874 barbershop and a turn-of-the-century model village with 5,000 moving parts, including animated people and equipment built on a scale of one inch to one foot?

Here, too, if you're a record buff, you can examine the first automatic record changer (1924), a product of Victor Talking Machine Co., and something you've always wanted to see, the ingenious automatic violin.

We're used to animated people, even via automation. It's the barbershop that gets to us. You remember barbershops, don't you, junior? ***

Now, its radical change
Even the diehards are now beginning to predict traumatic changes in television programming within the decade.

At a TV Workshop for the Association of National Advertisers, one network spokesman prophesied such revolutionary innovations as free-running shows of varying lengths, no longer limited to the half-hour or multiples-of-same restrictions. (BBC has been doing this since the beginnings of TV)

Another startling prediction covered daytime “soaps” and game shows, due for a different look to pacify an increasing percentage of male viewers!

On the brighter side, the same expert noted that viewer interest in TV generally is leveling off and, evidently because of this, specials, sports and news are due to become more important.

Isn't THAT comforting? ***

The beginning?
You knew it might happen. Now it's really about to ... first-run features aimed at CATV.

On Sept. 1, according to GG Productions, Boston-based film distributors, 26 features, 15 of which are still in theatrical release, will be offered to CATV, not so much for profit, president Russo says, as for establishing the distributor as “a prime supplier of new product to CATV operators.”

Films include “The Last Gun,” with Cameron Mitchell, “Head of the Family,” starring Leslie Caron, “The Exquisite Cadaver” with Capucine, etc.

Fascinating windup of the news release points out that GG Communications, parent company of GG Productions, is in the process of building three CATV systems in southeast Massachusetts.

For the uninitiated, there are some 2600 cable systems in the U.S. at present. Of these, fewer than 350 have more than 3500 subscribers. Of these, according to FCC rulings as we go to press, only the system with 10,000 or more are required to cablecast, and even that ruling is subject to review. Without supportive advertising, who's to pay for first run films? ***

VINCENT PRICE HONORED FOR 100TH FILM AND CIVIC CONTRIBUTIONS AT WORLD PREMIERE OF “DR. PHIBES” — Los Angeles County Supervisors unanimously voted a plaque to Vincent Price for his 100th film and civic contributions, and it was presented to him by Supervisor Ernest E. Debs at the Charity World Premiere of American International’s “Dr. Phibes” at Pantages Theatre on Hollywood Boulevard, at a big, old-fashioned celebration.

Subteen idol
Everything gets younger even squealing fans, age 10, who coo at the sight of singer Bobby Sherman.

First it was “The Partridge Family” and an episode which became known as a new Bobby Sherman series. Now it’s “Getting Together,” the true name of a half-hour upcoming this fall on ABC’s 8 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Saturday slot.

Sherman, paired with Wes Stern, plays one of two songwriters who tries to make a career for himself in Hollywood. Other regulars, Pat Carroll and Susan Neher.

With the first episode before the cameras at Screen Gems the last week in June, Shyer and Mandel, series story editors, will work with 12 writers already signed: John D. Frank Black, Albert E. Lewin, Charles Shyer and Alan Mandel, Dick Baer, Ron Friedman, Peter Meyerson, Bill Bickley, Dick Bensfield and Perry Grant, Steve Zacharies and Dennis Klein.

Did we mention Shyer and Mandel? ***
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When a Western hero or heel, dies with his boots on — chances are excellent, they were made by San Lucchese of San Antonio, Texas, the uncrowned king of cowboy boot makers. In movie, Texas oil, and celebrity circles, a Lucchese boot is like owning the Rolls-Royce of foot gear.

His family are experts in the art of custom fitting boots, and in the last three generations, the Lucchese clan has fashioned more than 200,000 pairs of plain and fancy Western boots.

His shop, filled with thousands of foot prints kept filed for reference, is frequently crowded with customers who do business in wholesale lots. Many of them order two-dozen boots at a time. Gene Autry buys 15 pair each year, and John Wayne orders six or more, depending on the kind of films he is working on.

Not that a Lucchese boot wears out that quickly — far from it. They are status symbols for the people who can afford them. Twice a year, the boot maker comes to Hollywood and sets up a mini showroom in the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Placing his latest wares on display, Lucchese calls up his old customers to let them know he is in town for a few days.

I met San during a recent session in the hotel, and was given a cram course in the finer points of custom boots. As he explained the trade to me, Lucchese picked up a handsome pair of boots, cut along plain lines. "These are $200," the craftsman said, "and worth every penny. They should last one of my customers ten years with average care."

Extra fancy boots, the kind most of Lucchese's patrons order, can run several thousand dollars a pair — depending on the type of hide they are made from. For instance, boots made from anteater, backed with kangaroo leather for strength, will run $600. Ostrich skin runs a bit more, and snake skin can be very costly because it is difficult to handle.

There is no shortage of materials for a customer to choose from, since Lucchese keeps 125 different types of leather on hand at all times, so that none of his followers have to wear the same kind of leather twice — unless they want too.

Lucchese fills regular orders for boots constructed of many different types of animal skins. Water buffalo, lizard, South African goat, elephant, have all gone through the Lucchese shops, and it is highly probable that almost anything that grows a hide will wind up as a boot, sooner or later.

Sometimes, a Lucchese customer is so pleased with a pair of boots, he goes on wearing them for decades. A fairly ordinary pair made from cow hide was sold to a man in 1930, and last year, the old rancher sent Lucchese a letter of request. "He didn't want a new pair of boots," the craftsman laughs, "he just wanted us to polish his old ones. And they still looked good!"

But a reputation isn't made in a day, and the proud name of Lucchese on a pair of boots started with a Samuel Lucchese, grandfather to the present head of the company. Grandpa was born in Palermo, Italy, a town noted for its
ceramic products even today. There was a touch of romance in the elder Lucchese, and he longed for something better than the future offered him as a skilled peasant in his native land.

Taking what money he could save, Lucchese left for America and promise of wealth it offered for men who were willing to work hard. Landing eventually at Fort San Houston, a cavalry school in Texas, Lucchese set up a tiny shop and began seeking customers among the soldiers stationed nearby.

It was a strict military requirement that graduating officers buy three pairs of top quality leather boots before they were given a diploma. This encouraged business, and soon Lucchese sent for each of his brothers, one by one to help in the business. In a short time, five Lucchese's were hard at work turning out boots.

As the brothers married however, they were persuaded to move away by their wives, or change occupations — one was shot by a jealous husband! The family guild disintegrated, but Sam stuck by his sewing machines and Fort Sam Houston. When WWI broke out, the need for officers expanded, and at the peak, 35 pairs of boots left the shop each day.

By this time, Cosimo, Sam's boy had entered the trade. Hardly a businessman, Cosimo was more interested in developing a new style of last or decoration than making money with run-of-the-mill products. "He was the artist," Sam said looking over his stock of boots with a wistful glance.

Cosimo had learned the craft sitting at his fathers feet, a traditional form of training among old world craftsmen. In time the demands of production changed at the Lucchese shop under the direction of Cosimo. The firm turned from standard military riding boots, to custom fitted, hand made and decorated ones.

As word of Cosimo's skill spread, silent movie stars began placing orders. One of the first was Tom Mix. Another was Hoot Gibson, who had met the Lucchese's while riding broncos in Texas rodeos. As Mix and Gibson faded from popularity, Ken Maynard and Johnny Mack Brown replaced them as customers. Finally in the 1940's it was Roy Rogers and Gene Autry, who introduced the flamboyant "drug store cowboy" look to millions of American kids.

Even politicians have found their way into the Lucchese showrooms. Former president, Lyndon B. Johnson is a regular customer, and remained one through all his years in Washington, D.C. from the senate to the White House. For LBJ, Lucchese makes a comfortable boot decorated with fancy stitching on the top, leaving the bottom plain.

Gene Autry still likes a few pair of extra fancy boots, but wears plain ones for business conferences and other commercial functions. Autry's closet at home is the size of a small house, and it is filled with Western clothes and Lucchese boots.

Anne Baxter is another satisfied customer. Miss Baxter prefers somewhat distinctive foot gear, such as the order she once placed with Sam for boots decorated with butterflies. To make sure the finished product suited her, Miss Baxter brought a real butterfly along for the boot maker to duplicate in colored leather.

Like his father, Sam Lucchese loves to create beautiful things in leather, and butterfly boots was the type of challenge he loves. Carefully dying each piece the exact color of the insects wings, he soon had a perfect match stitched on the actresses boots. But the cost was high, "Quite a bit over $1000," Sam admits.

But the Lucchese line isn't limited to cowboy boots. Another favorite is spats. Sam decided people might like to wear the old time shoes again, and made a few sample pair. Before he knew it, orders were pouring in and spats have become an essential part of his inventory.

When he fits a customer for the first time, Lucchese uses a special instrument to take the foot contour outline, as well as the usual measurements. This process may take half an hour, but all the results are carefully noted in a bound book Lucchese keeps on file. No matter how long a customer may wait between orders, Lucchese will be able to make a new pair of boots that fit him perfectly — using his reference system.

These files go back to the days of General "Black Jack" Pershing, an old Lucchese customer, and they are rarely destroyed. "We keep them for sentimental value as well as practical use," Lucchese said.

Looking down at the craftsman's feet, I noticed he wasn't wearing cowboy boots. Instead, they were low cut shoes. "These are made on cowboy boot lasts," he explained, 'but they have been cut off at the top for cooling. I enjoy wearing these more than boots, especially in hot weather."

If Grandpa Lucchese was looking down at that moment, he might have turned over in his grave. But then, nobody is perfect. Not even the king of cowboy boots. ***
Has the Bell tolled for good Music in America?

BY TEET CARLE

Walter Scharf is a man who is very much concerned with what people (the ultra-young) seemed destined to do to music.

What Mr. Scharf, one of the world’s foremost composers, (popular enough to have registered nine Academy Award nominations for music achievements in motion pictures) is asking: “Is good music doomed in America?”

This brilliant musician, whom this writer met recently at a luncheon, was “viewing with alarm” the future of music, as he sees it. He argues that there is serious danger to the future of good music because the young people of today are unwilling to devote the necessary time and energy to the study of difficult instruments and an understanding of the nuances of serious music.

“It is hard to blame young people for turning away from the complexity of traditional orchestral instruments, when the sounds of electronic instruments are so much easier to play”, Scharf says.
He admits that one can hardly hang stupidity on a youngster for not mastering an oboe, piccolo, bassoon or cello, when he reads that a high school dropout with an electric guitar and a single phrase that can be repeated 100 times under the guise of "lyrics" can make a million dollars with one recording session.

All of us have read, on the contrary, stories of the tireless practice endured by great musicians. Pianist-composer Paderewski spent fourteen hours every day, during his formative years, perfecting fundamentals.

Scharf is practical about his opinions. "There are economic factors, too," he says. "So low has become the demand for accomplished musicians in orchestras, on concert, and even in motion picture scoring groups, that many dedicated musicians have moved to Europe, where good music is still reasonably popular."

Scharf also decries the decline of training opportunities for those boys and girls who are willing to serve long apprenticeships, in order to follow a gratifying profession.

"There are fewer places today than ever before where beginners can learn, surrounded by great technicians," he explains. "Every motion picture studio used to maintain large recording orchestras and there was a constant need for fresh talent. Fortunate novices could play alongside proficient musicians who took delight in advising and demonstrating."

With little room for those in apprenticeship, a young musician is forced to learn with his instructor and in his own home.

"What happens too often nowadays is that when a serious young musician does get an opportunity, he finds himself woefully unable to cope with the challenge," Scharf says. "And economics have become so great that the conductor of an orchestra cannot take the time to help a newcomer compete with the experienced old timers around him."

Scharf has scored successes in television, as well as in motion pictures. He has composed, arranged and conducted for more TV documentaries than any other musician. He likes this type of production because he feels that a documentary gives a musician a chance to be creative. Most television of the "story" type places restrictions on music. The composer arranged, composed and conducted for the new David Wolper United Artists film, "Willie Wonks and the Chocolate Factory," and prior to that did the National Geographic special, "Journey to the High Arctic." Other TV fare of his includes "Tragedy of the Red Salmon," "Great Mojave Desert," "Ethiopia, the Hidden Empire," and "George Plimpton at the Movies." "Great Mojave Desert," "Ethiopia, the Hidden Empire," and "George Plimpton at the Movies." musical, "Maybe that's Your Problem," which will be presented in London next month.

All this is part of his constant efforts to keep from being "type cast," a hazard which he says is more acute for musicians than for actors or directors.

Walter Scharf music has been heard all over the TV dial — on "Mission: Impossible." "The Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau," "Mr Magoo's Christmas Carol," "The Dangerous Christmas of Red Riding Hood" and "Holiday in the Holy Land." He's had Emmy nominations as well as Oscars. Christmas Carol," "The Dangerous Christmas of Red Riding Hood" and "Holiday in the Holy Land." He's had Emmy nominations as well as Oscars. Of unusual interest is his working with "superstars." He was with Danny Kaye on "Hans Christian Anderson" and with Frank Sinatra on "The Man with the Golden Arm."

Then there was "Funny Girl," with Barbra Streisand, on which Scharf worked for 17 months, in daily contact with Miss Streisand for nine months. What about all that temperament?

Says Scharf, in some quarters of Hollywood, temperament is a dirty word. I don't go along. If, for example, temperament means having strong enough convictions about one's own creative instincts to be willing to battle for them; if it means having a large enough artistic ego and stubborn integrity to stand up against the carpers and the critical sharp-shooters who always are lying in wait for the big talent, then I am all for temperament. I have never seen a single major talent who didn't have that kind of temperament.

Barbra and I developed a healthy and lasting respect for each other's contributions to the job we set out to do. It wasn't always easy or peaceful. But the results, I'm sure, justified the effort.

Scharf is sure that the secret to working with superstars and their super-egos, is to learn how to communicate with them on their own terms. "The mistake so many people make is to expect extraordinary talents to behave like next-door neighbors. A large part of what makes them the great talents is that they definitely are not like other people. They are more sensitive to many aspects of the world, more protective of their own constantly-flattered and constantly-battered egos. They are more extraverted, as a whole, and very special human beings."

Scharf is no stranger to serious music, as witness the successful "Israel Suite" and a full length opera in collaboration with Norman Corwin titled "The Plot to Overthrow Christmas."

He does not, of course, spend all his living hours composing and arranging. He is a rabid fan at sporting events. "Composing can be a lonely life unless you get away from your four walls and go out among people."

***
One Man Movie Company

"SPIDERWEB"

Mark Shepard, whose name you may recall from his opus "DICK TRACY!", was formerly a resident of that improbable realm of film SHTICK. Both his acting in high school and amateur movie productions reflected this. However, not so anymore with the timely release of his latest flick "SPIDERWEB". Social criticism, anti-war, drama, suspense - call it what you will. This movie may well represent what may be the ultimate in its genre - that is, nonprofessional student films of and by high school people.

Inspired greatly by the works of Hitchcock (Psycho"'), Peter Bogdonovich ("Targets"), and Roger Corman ("Bloody Mama"'), the film "SPIDERWEB" is an attempt to fully utilize available student actors with a relatively small budget, $3,000, and still institute professional cinematics which the production company has been trying to constantly uplift... whether it be camera angles, sound effects, animation and opticals, dialogue, or continuity. The company has always strived to band together and work for a common goal; namely, a groovy flick.

Details, you ask? First, on the technical end we are shooting in 16MM black/white. Why? As opposed to the colorful action of "DICK TRACY!", black/white simply heightens the suspense, and consequently places more emphasis on the lead actor, who plays a psychopathic killer. There were technical and, of course, financial considerations, too.

As for sound, the entire film was shot silent. Originally, it was intended to record the sound on a magnetic striped print, a method commonly used in 8mm. sound reproduction. It soon became obvious that this would be unsatisfactory for large screen viewing, and the decision was made to do the track "professionally" - that is, record it on separate reels of 16mm. full-coat magnetic film. The experience of working with sound sync equipment, 16mm. recorders, and the Moviola editing machine was worth the rental prices many times over.

For production in human form, we nearly always used a student crew of seven (unless someone had to study or something) - no less than three. These people were there for a definite reason. Their special interests were in animation; exposure and lighting; make-up; still photography (which plays an important part as "freeze-frames" of people in death.
situations, concentrates more on the viewer to think twice about society, and to be sad — not terrified.

Vietnam.

around the wanton killings of some very crazy teenagers, and the resulting pillage convergent plots — one, the persecution of a despondent woman by two slightly morose fifty-year old woman whose life is eventually becomes used to enemy sniping fire, wakes up one Los Angeles morning to find himself killing his wife, landlady, and painter — then strangers on a busy street and in a Nevada park — from atop a bank building and watertank respectively.

It would be foolish not to admit that this is the horror movie of today, — on a campus, from a watertower in Dallas, in our city streets. The analogy here is not so much the killing in Vietnam and the wanton killing in the streets of a city, but rather the uncaring of the people and the isolation in the Nevada desert that permits the character to go about his “business” unnoticed.

The part of the sniper, for Pete, is a paradox for the outrageously affable killer who did it for money in Mark Shepard’s “CRIMSON FOG”, a spoof which he played.

An accomplished actor, thespian Peter is currently touring the country as a group leader and actor with the Covenant Players.

Victoria Cherry plays an unequivocally morose fifty-year old woman whose life is shattered by unwelcomed “guests”, along with her beloved apartment. Victoria is similarly a drama major who appeared in the lead of Valley College’s production of “MARAT/SADE” (not as Marat or Sade, but as Charlotte Corday), and has won three department awards. Currently, Vickie is studying her craft with the reknown drama coach, Jeff Corey. They both have difficult parts in “SPIDERWEB”.

Others in the film include the “guests”, Judy and Mitch (Lisa Ostrow and Andrew Parker). Judy is the sadistic chick who first suger-coats her way into the elderly lady’s apartment, then bestows her dubious blessings on her in Judy’s search for money.

Lisa always makes a most concentrated effort to emote, as seen by her roles in “The Zoo Story” and other Birmingham High productions, and in a part like this, the more hysteric the better.

Before the first ten minutes of “SPIDERWEB” have elapsed, Denver’s wife, painter, and landlady (Tere’ White, Wayne Berk, and Lelia Davis respectively) shot point-blank. Alan Friedman, our beloved make-up man, gets his share of violence too — as a gas station attendant who serves Denver, and as the technical end of creating the gruesome “deaths” of the victims in the movie, too numerous to mention. Alan has been seen in leads in “Guys and Dolls”, “Once Upon a Mattress”, “The Music Man”, and “King and I”.

But, though there is an ample amount of violence in “SPIDERWEB”, it is not just for blood’s sake. It is a concentrated effort to make a good film. A year of work went into it, plus, $3000 begged and borrowed from an incredible number of sources. Our only “splurges” were the dissolves and sound mix-down performed by professional labs.

After cutting the 16,000 feet of film to a trim 5,000 feet, the product, all 130 minutes of it is there. The production company of students did it without any outside studio help — just inside soul-searching to figure out how the people at MGM or Universal “do their thing” in movies . . . Student films just TRY harder.

If you wish any information on when and where “SPIDERWEB” will be shown, please write to Mark Shepard, MSP, 16947 Adlon Road, Encino, California. 91316.
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It pays to become a grandmother — or at least it did for Maureen O'Hara. Flying in for the birth of her grandson, Maureen spoke to old friend, John Wayne, and was signed by his Batjac productions to co-star with him in "The Million-Dollar Kidnapping" shooting in Mexico. This does not mean that Maureen will devote time to her career. She has placed her Bel Air home on the market for $169,000 and will live at one of the places she and her third husband, Charles Blair, maintain
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CAMP Tocaloma Foxboro
Boys Camp — 24th Year

THE CAMP IN THE HEART OF AMERICA'S WONDERLAND
Beautiful mtn. camp in No. Arizona.
7,000 ft. Forest, Pte. Lake, Tennis,
Pool, Riding, Golf, College coaches.
Trips to Nat'l Parks, Age 7-15.
June 28 - July 30.
Director George Robinson

CAMP Tocaloma Foxboro
Girls Camp — 24th Year
Beautiful mtn. camp in No. Arizona.
7,000 ft. Forest, Pte. Lake, Riding, Tennis.
Trips to Nat'l Parks and Indian Reservations,
Arts and Crafts.
Sessions: 5 weeks, July 31-Sept. 3
2½ weeks, July 31-Aug. 17, Aug. 17-Sept. 3
Gertrude Dietz Director
Member A.C.A. For brochures write
Winter Address
10784-a Santa Monica Blvd.
L.A. Ca. 90025, 474-2571

GREEN OAK RANCH
BOY'S CAMP ***
Douglas G. Merchant - Director
1237 SYCAMORE VISTA, CALIF. 92083.
CAMP 727-0251 L.A. 628-6103
A Christian Western Ranch for Boys

it the Virgin Islands, New York, and Maureen's birthplace, Ireland.

The beautiful redhead has a lusty sense of humor. Her classic line — "Sex would be so delightful if all women were sleepy and all men awake."

FILM COLLECTORS HOBBYISTS
REFER TO STUDIO'S CLASSIFIED FOR ALL YOUR BUYING - SELLING NEEDS TO PLACE AD CALL 789-9858

A service to our readers, the outstanding Schools and Camps featured on this page invite your direct inquiry for information and brochures.
Sculptor Creates a Fantasyland

Huge icicles — some measuring 37 feet high were shipped from North Hollywood to Houston, Tex., recently, but they were guaranteed not to melt en route.

The creations of Garo Boghosian, a North Hollywood sculptor actually are stalactites and stalagmites, those cylindrical formations which are crystalized drippings of mineral-rich water, projecting from the roofs and floors of caverns.

Busch Gardens in Houston, Tex., a new amusement attraction, is the destination of the colorful, translucent works of art. They were painstakingly sculptured from fiberglass, resins and metal in the studios of Fiberton, Inc., operated by Garo and his brother Paul.

Boghosian's creations are not all as cold as the "icicles" he sculptured for the Houston Busch Gardens. Last year he built a 60-foot-high volcano, 35 feet in diameter, complete with belching flames and lava, for "Six Flags Over Texas," another amusement center in Arlington, Tex.

Other creative efforts of the enterprising young sculptor include the well on its way to becoming one of the nation's largest producers of creative products. It had to move to larger quarters last year and is fast outgrowing its present facilities at 10816 Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood.

Garo’s penchant for creativity began at an early age while he was attending high school in Eagle Rock. During agriculture class, the teacher would take the students on trips to study conservation and nature, but Garo couldn’t go along because of a handicap — he has one leg.

He lost his leg in a street car accident in 1948 in Beirut, Lebanon. But he has overcome that handicap and sets a fast pace with his artificial leg.

So, while the class went on nature excursions, Garo remained on the campus of Eagle Rock High School (Los Angeles) to work on landscaping projects. He built statues, waterfalls and stone ornaments. Through his efforts, the high school won first prize in 1958 from Los Angeles Beautiful.

Where does Garo Boghosian get his inspiration for such diversified projects? He says he does a great deal of daydreaming, and as evidenced by Garo’s success “Day dreams do pay off.”

Carol's / Interiors

OUR MOST ASKED QUESTIONS.
AND ANSWERS

- Will a designer work with some of the furnishings you now have?
- Yes! Here at CAROL'S It is rare that our designers start from scratch. Invariably there are pieces you own that can be used in the new scheme.
- Is all the furniture custom made?
- Not all. We give your home a custom look through our ability and purchasing direct from over 500 Mfg. of fine custom home furnishings.
- Are you more expensive? (you look it).
- No we are not. You will find us just as reasonable as any major dept. or furniture store.
- How do I acquire the services of a designer?
- By calling or stopping in at CAROL’S TODAY.

Sincerely,
Your Designer...

P.S. Why not CAROL’S “ We cost no more”

MEMBER N.S.I.D.

Carol’s / Interiors

Telephone 782-9586

Mond. thru Fri. 9:30 to 9PM
Sat. 9:30 to 6PM/Sund. 12 to 6PM
There's a man in Van Nuys who makes wonderful things out of canvas

National Canvas Products Ass. Award Winner in the U.S. Canada and 13 Foreign Countries. UNUSUAL DESIGNS & themes for home or Commercial installation our specialty. Free consultation service, a call will bring one of our design experts to you.

Van Nuys Awning Company, Inc.
Established in Van Nuys since 1918
6160 Van Nuys Blvd. VAN NUYS 782-8607 for estimates.

Miss Elliette
Hostess Pants, designed to flatter your figure, Washable polyester, dotted swiss, trimmed with imported lace. Ideal for Home or Cruise wear. Sizes 6 to 16 In navy or green .$59.00

Weekly Fashion Shows at
Castaways in Burbank

WE INVITE
CHARGE ACCOUNTS
BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

Eluantads
FASHIONS
Expert French Weaving

FRIENDS OF WAIF – Phyllis Diller, her husband singer Ward Donavan and Shirley (Mrs. Milton) Krims, right, are a happy trio as they cruise the seas for WAIF's charity event of the year. Phyllis, long a loyal supporter of organization, entertained at 1:30 a.m. show in Statendam's Main Lounge.

SPECIAL NOTE for people who like white poodles — Maestro, Celeste Holm's poodle-dog, has been cast with his real-life mistress for an episode in "Nancy", for NBC-TV, entitled, confusingly enough, "Never Look a Gift Horse in the Mouth". He's evidently a veteran impersonator. He played a fox in "Mame" on Broadway.

CONCERNING TWINS, who have their own problems with impersonations, Greg and David Lawrence, 23-month-old lookalikes, will play the continuing role of 'Adam', the new TV son of Elizabeth Montgomery and Dick Sargent in "Bewitched", for ABC-TV. This casting act doubles the number of twins already in the series, since Erin and Diane Murphy play "Tabitha", the TV couple's daughter.

RAY BOLGER AND ROSEMARY DECAMP are grandpa and grandma to a new one on ABC-TV -- "The Partridge Family". Title of their episode: "Whatever Happened to the Old Songs". O.K. What? ... Same network, for Christmas -- Johnny Cash and his whole family, with Kris Kristofferson, taping a special "Johnny Cash Show."

Would you believe Broderick Crawford, the current Dr. Peter Goldstone of "The Interns" made his first movie in 1937 and has appeared in 64 since then?

Producer-director Robert Aldrich, known as one of Hollywood's most
FIRST LADY

“An actress’ life is so transitory! Suddenly you’re building!” she exclaimed when a theater was renamed “The Helen Hayes” to honor “the first lady of the theater.”

She was born in Washington, D.C. and did nothing of importance until she was five, when she made her acting debut as Prince Charles in “The Royal Family.”

The Actor’s Fund of America honored Miss Hayes on the occasion of her sixty-fifth anniversary as a distinguished actress with a large cocktail party at the Beverly Hills Hotel. Maggie Smith and Robert Stephens, Mary Wickes and Mrs. Joshua Logan were on the program paying tribute to the 70-year-old star. Among the 300 guests were her adopted son, James MacArthur; co-star of her last play (a revival of “Harvey”), James Stewart; and producer of “Airport” for which she won an academy award, Ross Hunter.

The brisk, five foot (but enormously sturdy) actress was married during the run of “Coquette” in 1928 to the late playwright, Charles MacArthur. She met him at a cocktail party when he passed her some peanuts saying, “I wish they were emeralds.” On a wedding anniversary years later he gave her an emerald-studded pin saying, “I wish they were peanuts.”

TRIBUTE

“It was a real nice clambake”,-attractive Ann Fenner and I agreed as we left USC. Occasion was Friends of the Libraries tribute to Oscar Hammerstein II, seventh in a series of memorial evenings honoring great men and women. Hammerstein’s widow, Dorothy, a special guest, described her husband as “abnormally normal.”

What a salute the friends gave to the cockeyed optimist who wrote the lyrics for over 1000 songs and 40 shows starting with “Rose Marie” and ending with “Sound of Music.”

Highlights of the show were original cast members Celeste Holm singing “I Cain’t Say No” from “Oklahoma” and John Raitt with “If I loved You” from “Carousel.”

Others participating were Henry Fonda, Gene Kelly, Janet Blair (a beautiful rendition of “Last Time I Saw Paris”), Helen Hayes, Burt Lancaster, Josh Logan, Rouben Mamoulian, Johnny Mercer, Ricardo Montalban, Ryan O’Neal, Harve Presnell, Rosalind Russell, Eddie Albert, Desi Arnaz, Jr., Dinah Shore, Robert Stack, Marlo Thomas, Leslie Uggams, Miyoshi Umeki, Ray Walston, Robert Young, and Milton Berle-who suddenly appeared as an island girl wearing large cocoanuts for busts in the middle of “There Is Nothing Like A Dame”...
GOWER GULCH

Most talked about item at Columbia/Screen Gems is the projected move of facilities to the Warner Brothers lot next Spring. Opinions vary depending on the circumstances of individuals' proximity to the present site or the Valley location. The Gower Street lot, a Hollywood landmark since 1922, will probably be sold, closing the door on another bit of filmdom history.

Meantime, the Jim Gluskins spent three weeks in Israel attending a cousin's wedding in a kibutz. Also in Israel for the month of May were Ely and Mathilda Levy visiting Tel Aviv, Haifa, Galilee, Jerusalem and Arad.

Most gals hate to admit they are old enough to be a grandmother. Not so Beverly Rapoport of the accounting department. She is busily telling everyone of the recent birth of her first granddaughter, Dawn Michele, daughter of the Bob Rapoorts.

President Leo Jaffe has been named vice-chairman of the School of the Arts fund raising campaign at New York U. Fund provides student scholarships, purchase of new equipment and building of new facilities.

VIP visitors to the "Living Free" set in Kenya, Africa, were the Russian, American and Israeli Ambassadors. Film is a sequel to the memorable "Born Free."

Sam Spiegel's epic "Nicholas and Alexandra" has completed filming following a precise 20-week schedule. A gala Hollywood premiere will be held December 21st at Loew's Beverly.

Sad to hear of the recent passing of James W. "Pat" Patterson, retired from Producer's Photo Lab on the Columbia lot, and of Helen Beaumont of the Story Dept. Both will be sorely missed.

On a cheerful note, Marilyn Schlossberg, production assistant at BBS Productions, recently tied the knot with John LaSalandra, music editor for TV, in Pasadena. Congratulations. John's a lucky guy.

World premiere of new James Stewart-George Kennedy starrer, "Fools' Parade," was held June 17 in Wheeling, West Virginia. Flick is a wild-paced suspense drama which takes place in 1935 during the depression.

Youngest Macbeth and Lady Macbeth ever are played by 28-year-old Jon Finch in the title role and 25-year-old Francesca Annis as Lady Macbeth in Roman Polanski's Playback production of "Macbeth."

DISNEY DOINGS

The classic "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea," winner of Academy Awards for Art Direction and Set Decoration, is now in re-release to the delight of millions who will want to see it again, and for an entirely new generation of viewers. The Disney film version of the 1869 Jules Verne tale remains a classic fiction masterpiece.

First film to roll at Disney Studios this year is "Now You See Him, Now You Don't," a sequel to last year's high-grosser, "The Computer Wore Tennis Shoes." Film marks seventh Disney film for comedian Joe Flynn who quipped "They've got a complete wardrobe there in my size now."

"Scandalous John," off-trail western, had its world premiere in Cincinnati on June 22d. Former Cincinnatian Bill Walsh, producer and co-writer of the film was guest of honor. Event was a benefit for the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra.

The American Dental Association has donated a print of "Tommy Tucker's Tooth" to the Disney Archives. Film, a silent, live-action short with a few animated inserts, was filmed by Walt Disney in Kansas City in 1922 and was unearthed in the American Dental Association's basement in 1955. Amateurish in comparison with Disney's later efforts, the film was a milestone in his career as it helped get his company started. He was paid $500 for his efforts.

Walt Disney Productions recently hosted an Overseas Comic Program Conference, a week-long international convention on the publication of Disney comics. Comic book collectors should hand on to any they have. They will be worth a lot of money someday.

PARAMOUNT NEWS

Frank Bracht has been named film editor of "Star Spangled Girl" with Don Beckwith as his assistant. Sandy Duncan, Tony Roberts and Todd Susman topline. Filming is being done on a unique 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. schedule. Producer Howard Koch and director Jerry Paris feel that the usual 9 a.m. start is meaningless since cast & crew are still in the process of waking up. The theory seems to be correct as filming is ahead of schedule.

Kenneth Hyman, former VP in charge of world-wide production for Warner Brothers will make his bow as independent producer with "The Emperor of the North Pole" for Paramount through his Interhemisphere Productions Ltd. This will mark Hyman's first production since leaving Warners.

Speaking of Warners, Jack Warner will feel right at home when his "1776" rolls for Columbia -- which, by then, should be settled in at Warners Valley lot.

Back at Paramount, Ali MacGraw and Ryan O'Neal have been honored with the David Donatello Award for their performances in "Love Story." The Golden David is Italy's highest official prize for international film. "The Conformist" won the Donatello for Best Italian Film of the current season while "Waterloo" was honored with a David as the Most Ambitious Undertaking of the year.

Denise Nickerson, who portrays Violet Beauregarde who is turned into the world's first giant, living blueberry in "Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory," has been named Honorary Blueberry of the Year by the officials of the Fifth Annual Blueberry Festival in Elizabethtown, N.C. "Willy Wonka" has been honored by the Southern Calif. Motion Picture Council with an award as a picture of outstanding merit.

Glad to hear that Bob Goodfried, studio publicity director at Paramount, has been given VP stripes. Bob has been appointed Vice-President in Charge of Studio and West Coast Publicity and it couldn't happen to a nicer guy. When Bob was publicity manager at Columbia, the sign marking his parking lot read "Bob Goodfriend" -- and he is.

Turn to Page 27
SCHENLEY NAMES MISS DUBONNET — 1971 — Beautiful Arlene Charles — veteran of more than 50 motion pictures and television shows who makes her home in Sherman Oaks is shown at the buffet table at Don Paul's Ram's Horn in Encino immediately following her selection as MISS DUBONNET 1971. "Charley" will serve as official hostess for Schenley in many of the special events which the company sponsors throughout the year.

Pretty Lady Eiko, owner, with Husband Steve Leokos of the Steak House Ten Japanese restaurant on Ventura Blvd., at Haskell, smiles with pleasure as famous TV — Radio chef personality, Mike Roy (right) gives out graduation diplomas to Eiko's first Japanese cooking class.

The 5 week course of traditional Japanese dinners and sushi ended in June, and classes adjourn for the summer beginning again in September.

Sharing the view from Mistele's, elegant new glass-enclosed diner atop the Crocker Citizens Plaza in downtown Los Angeles, are Mistele's distinguished general manager, Frederick Borman, and his pretty guest, recording artist Lynn Harper. The two enjoyed cocktails of Suntory Royal, the extra-smooth sipping whisky imported from Japan and a favorite choice with Mistele's cosmopolitan clientele, as they discussed Lynn's successful singing career and her forthcoming nightclub tour of Europe. When not away on singing tours, Lynn resides in North Hollywood. ***

NEW PRESIDENT — Congratulations Jacque Hansen (center) say Lee Meriwether and Philip Crosby when the beaming Jacque was installed as new president of Girls Friday of Show Business at the recent installation-dinner at The Villa Capri.
ICE SKATING WITHOUT WEAK ANKLES

No weak ankles for beginners with the Ice Capades pro designed ice skates and unique teaching method.
- Rent or buy Ice Capades skates at our sport shop.
- Enjoy the thrill of skating in a few hours.
- Gift certificates, in any amount, for lessons or ice skates...a gift of lifetime value.

DIeSKATING
SCHOOL

TOPANGA PLAZA CENTER
6600 Topanga Canyon Blvd.
Canoga Park, Calif. 91303
Tel. (213) 348-9121

LAUREL PLAZA CENTER
6100 Laurel Canyon Blvd.
North Hollywood, Calif. 91606
Tel. (213) 985-5555

SANTA MONICA
500 BROADWAY
SANTA MONICA, CALIF. 90401

Dining & Doings
WITH GENI CHARLESWORTH

†Ye olde diner and doer recently noted a number of articles about our friendly amigo, Ensenada, the charming little port town sixty or so miles below the California-Mexican border in Baja. Some six or seven stories, to be exact, and most conflicting with one another, particularly concerning places to dine.

Because that's ye olde d & d's duty to scam for all you adventurerers of the knife and fork, I hied myself down to Ensenada and spent four delightful, carefree, and rewarding days. First, I made reservations with my favorite place (and you'll love it too!) Casa del Sol, a spartan clean, quiet, comfortable and reasonable place to stay owned by Jacqueline and Jose Izabal. The warmth and friendliness of all their personnel and especially assistant mgr., Amanda Madrid Merida, will immediately make one feel "at home." Their's is the largest, sparkling swimming pool in town, and from my room door just four steps and a splash!

We dined our first night at Sorrento's, a small clean spot just a few doors down from Casa del Sol on Ensenada's main street of Mateos Lopez. The soup was indifferent, an order of antipasto quite good, but the rest of the meal (seafood, which is always fresh except lobster when out of season) was very good. We enjoyed a full bottle of Ensenada's own Santo Tomas Chenin Blanc wine chilled just right. Our tab? About $10 including wine and tip (for two).

Next morning, by the courtesy of Emilio Mendez, Ensenada Tourist Bureau Director, a pleasant gentleman, El Senor Diaz toured us through the Santo Tomas Winery, not too far from the heart of Ensenada and which has been in existence since 1888. It now produces twelve types of wines some of which we sampled and enjoyed, Rosado (their Rose), chenin blanc, moselle, chianti and barbera. Old-fashioned wooden vats are used to ferment the wines and in a huge room of polar air, the Santo Tomas folk make their sparkling wines. Everything we saw reflected loving care and cleanliness.
Visitors to Ensanada may enquire at the Tourist office and public tours are conducted on Weds. and Sundays. Amanda Merida, the hospitable mgr. of Casa del Sol squired us to a most delightful dinner in Del Rey Sol, the only gourmet restaurant in Ensanada and one which has such a colorful background it bears a wee re-telling.

On May 23rd next year, El Rey Sol (named after “the Sun King” of France Louis XIV) will celebrate a quarter of a century of serving fine cuisine. Even that illustrious monarch who is famous in history as a connoisseur of fine foods and wines would delight in El Rey’s cuisine today. Daughter, Pepita, of the founding French-Mexican family, studied at the Cordon Bleu Cooking School in Paris and her talents continue to shine through in all that emanates from El Rey Sol’s kitchen.

We had a selection of hors d’oeuvres (which is on the complete dinner) that both intrigued and satisfied the edge of appetite. Tiny shrimp on a cracker, heart of artichoke, fresh pickled glazed beets, El Rey’s own pate on tiny slices of French bread, hardboiled egg with dainty garnet of caviar (these are some of those we enjoyed during our THREE visits). The salad was simple-greens with a slice of ripe tomato, but the dressing of wine vinegar and olive oil, light and just right.

My entree was snowy White Sea Bass (twice) and zesty stuffed shrimp on our last night. Amiga, Katherine Kessel, joined me in my choices except for our final dinner which was roast chicken and she mentioned it was excellent. The meals with Santo Tomas wines (wine compliment so much!) never exceeded $11 including tip and tax. I might add an outstanding selection of French pastries made in the kitchens of El Rey Sol is included in the price of the meals, as is your coffee. I highly recommend this place as the best in Ensenada.

Off for ‘La Bufadora’

We did visit Velasco for luncheon on Ruiz Ave. and it was good as was the Estero Beach restaurant brunch we enjoyed after our visit to the famous “La Bufadora” or blow hole south of Punta Branda point. The rushing waters of the ocean come in to a tiny crevasse of shore rocks and spray up with a roaring jet rainbow sparkles of mist which fascinate for hours. I visited Prieto’s my last sojourn and the lobster was magnificent, but because lobster was out of season during our current stay, we passed.

All the shops are fun to visit and one can discover many delightful and beautiful gifts for mini-prices. The Gift Shop of El Solecito adjoining and belonging to our hospitable Izabals, was a treasure trove of colorful gifts, and at modest and fair prices. We know, because I walked off a pound or two myself plus...
that of my companion searching all through Ensenada for the best prices. I purchased some lovely glass boxes soldered with trims of tin and brass for prices according to size from only $2.00 up to $5.95. We also loved the huge brass keys which double as bottle openers. You wrought iron fans can have a heydey. A French bread rack up here on sale at $39.95 goes for $19 in Ensenada. Remember, you can bring back $100 duty free per person.

Another place that is absolutely fabulous is that of Asin at the corner of Ruiz and Mateos Lopez. It belongs to a petite Spanish lady, Pilar Asin, and she not only has the most fantastic collection of fine French perfumes at way-below-U.S. prices, but the most unbelievable collection of Lalique glassware and table pieces we’ve ever seen. The magnificent Lalique horse head in the window is $1500, but probably half again here. Pilar also has a sensational collection of LLardo, a Spanish sculptor who does beautiful things with both glazed and bisque ware. It is all original and quite expensive, but well worth it for that special piece you’ve been looking for so long. Horses, bulls, burros, foxes, Spanish grandees and their ladies on horseback, a trio of playful stallions, a sleepy harlequin, fawns perched on pedestals playing music of the spheres and more, Pilar tells us that she is remodeling the facade of her Asin shop into an old New Orleans type building and it will be one of the showplace shops in Ensenada. I should mention they have an excellent selection of silver jewelry, too, and some of the more charming handmade Mexican craft giftwares.

The gentleman in the Oriental Import’s on Ruiz which features some fine jades, carvings in particular, was honest and described the difference between bone and ivory for us. We purchased two bone necklaces with matching earrings (one pair) for $9.95. A bargain indeed.

Spectacular La Fonda

Forgot to mention that on the way down, met a friendly lady, Eve Stocker. She is owner of La Fonda which you’ll note on the right and can stop for a beverage or lunch or both on your way down to Ensenada from the border. Eve runs a tight ship — the view from her terrace at La Fonda is spectacular and one may walk down to a gorgeous beach front on stone steps cut into the cliff. She’s opening her new boutique come mid-July and I’m sure she’ll have some intriguing gifts to buy at fair prices.

Alas! All good things must come to an end, so come Saturday morn, we wended our way homeward. This was about 7:30 A.M. and traffic was quite light. I imagine that if one keeps an early hour in mind, even if the customs should stop and...
Culinary delicacies are being prepared for “Polynesian Panorama” to be held July 24th at Estate of Phil Ahn, honorary mayor of Panorama City. From left are Carlton Wood, Manager of Galpin’s Horseless Carriage Restaurant; and Dena Baker, chairman of event sponsored by Panorama City Chamber of Commerce.

search your car, traffic moves much more quickly at that hour.

Next month, we’ll report our visit to Los Robles Inn Thousand Oaks, with a personable, deft gentleman, Frank Greenwood taking us under his wing, and a most pleasant dinner in Peter Hands’ petite but charming Coeur de Lion on San Vicente Blvd., Los Angeles.

Hasta Luego, amigos. ***

If you can find us, you’ll love us.

BENEATH THE
Coldwell Banker Building
AT
Union Bank Plaza
SEPULVEDA & VENTURA
Telephone 783-3782

ON FILM

- PLAZA SUITE — Walter Matthau is at his best since “Fortune Cookie” in the film version of Neil Simon’s smash-hit play. He stars in all three situations of the comedy, with a trio of terrific leading ladies. It’s Matthau and Maureen Stapleton as a couple that faces marital disaster after 23 or 24 years (they aren’t sure either). Then it’s Matthau and Barbara Harris as the dirty old producer who calls over his one-time teenage sweetheart for a fling. And, in the best of the playlets, it’s Matthau and Lee Grant (she’s amazing!) as the hysterical parents of a bride-to-be who, in an attack of stage fright, locks herself in the Plaza suite.

- 10 RILLINGTON PLACE — “Ah, Mrs. Eady, come in, do,” the slightly panting voice bids. What happens to Mrs. Eady when she disappears from the darkness of a London black-out into the darkness of the sleazy Notting Hill walk-up is only the beginning of this slick, suspenseful murder mystery. The film is based on the true cases of John Christie, mass murderer (at least 18), and Timothy Evans, who was hanged after not being able to prove his innocence of two of Christie’s crimes (namely, the strangling of Evans’ own wife and child). Richard Attenborough takes on the difficult role of Christie, and he is excellent. Richard Fleischer’s direction (“Compulsion”, “Boston Strangler”) keeps the tension building.

ON STAGE

- GREEK THEATRE — With heavy emphasis on the sounds of today, the Greek’s current season holds something for all music fans, opening with opera (“Tosca”), getting into Motown with The Supremes July 2-4; followed by Vikki Carr and the American Dance Theatre July 5-11. Burt Bacharach takes over July 12-18 with The Establishment; Glen Campbell, Jerry Reed and Anne Murray bring on country stuff the 19th through the 25th; and Blood, Sweat and Tears open July 26.

- COMPANY — You keep waiting for George Chakiris to let loose with some of his “West Side Story” dances, but it never happens. Instead, he idles through a circle of boring married New Yorkers and tries to decide whether or not to tie the knot himself. If this were the fate of every bachelor, you can be sure the knot would be around a lot more necks. Through August 21st at the Ahmanson.

- HELLO, DOLLY! — After disappointing L. A. musical fans with a no-show last year, the much-touted Pearl Bailey/Cab Calloway production is scheduled July 6-17 at Shrine Auditorium.


- KNICKERBOCKER — Burt Lancaster tries out his musical wings in Civic Light Opera’s adaptation-presentation of “Knickerbocker Hotel”. At the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.

- ONE IS A CROWD — Academy Award nominee Beah Richards stars in her own drama of revenge. Wednesdays through Saturdays at Inner City Theatre, 1615 W. Washington Blvd.
**FABULOUS IRON HORSE**
in Studio City

CELEBRATES A BIG 25TH ANNIVERSARY WITH
A GREAT COMBINATION

Be entertained nightly by

RUTHIE THOMAS
OR
PAULA RYAN

THE GIRLS WITH TALENT AND CHARM

---

Arthur Wong's New
FAR EAST TERRACE
Entertainment nightly in the MARCO POLO ROOM

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCHEON
4123 Lantermshime Boulevard (Near Universal City)
Tel. 7-2902 PG 1-5338

---

GERMAN & CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES • WINES & BEER

RAGOUT-FIN
a famous hot appetizer served with all dinners.
Luncheon served daily from 11 a.m. Closed Mondays.

THE WEINSTUBE
German Continental Restaurant
Telephone 345-1994
17739 Sherman Way (off White Oak) Reseda
Gourmet Guide

HO TOY'S CANTONESE RESTAURANT

KIKO'S

MICHAEL'S

THE MONEY TREE
Restaurant-Cocktails. 10149 Riverside Drive, Toluca Lake. PO 6-8348. Suave dining in a leisurely, comfortable atmosphere. Continental Specialties applauded by gourmets, includes Mutter, sauerkraut, schlachtplatte, sausages, sauerbraten, and the famous RAGOUT-FIN, a hot appetizer, with all dinners. German dishes: Braised Stuffed Beef Roulade, red cabbage, and light luscious potato dumplings $3.75. Schlachtplatte, Sauerkraut, Hot german Potato Salad $3.75. (dinners include hot Appetizer, soup or salad, Bread and butter, coffee and dessert.) Veal Oskar, Grenadine of beef, Lobster Cassolette for the continental gourmet. Open for lunch 11:00, dinners served until 10 p.m. Closed Mondays.

FARMHOUSE ENGLISH RESTAURANT
711 Thousand Oaks Blvd. Thousand Oaks, 495-9148. Charming Farmhouse English restaurant at the lucky number of 711 Thousand Oaks Blvd. These pleasant folk serve luncheon 11:30 until 2 P.M. and dinner 6:30 until 10 P.M. Regular dinner menu features the aforementioned Duck soup, choice of greens and dressing from the salad bar; roast beef, steak and kidney pie, chicken and mushroom pie all served with roast potato or English chips, fresh vegetables and for dessert, English trifle or cheese and biscuits with fresh fruit! Luncheon $1.50 and dinners from $3.25. Try Farmhouse English Restaurant soon reservations 495-9148.

THE WEINSTUBE
17739 Sherman Way (off White Oak) Reseda, 345-1994. Real home cooked German & Continental meals. For something different you are served the famous RAGOUT-FIN, a hot appetizer, with all dinners. German dishes: Braised Stuffed Beef Roulade, red cabbage, and light luscious potato dumplings $3.75. Schmidtplatte, Sauerkraut, Hot german Potato Salad $3.75. (dinners include Hot Appetizer, soup or salad, Bread and butter, coffee and dessert.) Veal Oskar, Grenadine of beef, Lobster Cassolette for the continental gourmet. Open for lunch 11:00, dinners served until 10 p.m. Closed Mondays.

FOR ADVERTISING AND
PUBLICITY CALL
789-9858, 789-5851
FOR TRULY ELEGANT DINING
Kings Arms
Charcoal Broiled Steak Lobster Prime Rib of Beef
DINNERS $3.50 to $6.75
DINNER BUFFET SERVED
5-7 p.m. Week day 4-7 Sunday
MILTON CHARLES at the organ
Jesters Lounge
LUNCHEON DAILY
3832 Sherman Way (off White Oak) Reseda
845-2664, 848-2042

NEW IN ENCINO
MONTELEONE'S
ITALIAN & CONTINENTAL CUISINE
ALL FOOD COOKED TO ORDER
DINNERS COCKTAILS ENTERTAINMENT
FROM 4 PM
HAPPY HOUR: 4 TO 5:30 PM
986 - 2245
16911 VENTURA BLVD., ENCINO CORNER BALBOA BLVD.

KOSHERAMAS
DELICATESSEN RESTAURANT
"Catering Our Specialty"
PRICE INCLUDES COLE SLAW, POTATO SALAD, JEWISH RYE BREAD & KOSHER PICKLES.
NEW POLICY DELICIOUS SPECIALS DAILY
1. Imported Danish Ham Plate potato salad, rye bread & butter . . . . . . . . $1.50
2. Cold Rare Roast Beef Plate cole slaw or Potato salad, rye bread & butter $1.50
(above special will be featured along with comparable selections)
3807 RIVERSIDE DRIVE BURBANK 846-0212

YANKEE PEDLAR
3820 Riverside Drive, Burbank. VI 9-1711 & TH 2-413. The festively decorated luncheon and dinner spot for the fans from nearby Warner's-7 Arts, NBC-TV and Universal International, with an extensive menu designed for discriminating tastes by the Pedlar's award-winning staff. Warm, intimate atmosphere featuring Continental tableside service with the personal touch; flambeaux dishes a house specialty, as well as excellent sea foods, steaks and fowl. Keyboards artist nightly, all major cards honored. Famed restaurateur Wally Branch will be there to greet you.

QUEEN'S ARMS

Jesters Lounge
LUNCHEON DAILY
4323'RIVERSIDE DR/TOLLWA LAKE
845-2664 848-2042

THE WEINSTUBE
17739 Sherman Way (off White Oak) Reseda, 345-1994. Real home cooked German & Continental meals. For something different you are served the famous RAGOUT-FIN, a hot appetizer, with all dinners. German dishes: Braised Stuffed Beef Roulade, red cabbage, and light luscious potato dumplings $3.75. Schlachtplatte, Sauerkraut, Hot german Potato Salad $3.75. (dinners include Hot Appetizer, soup or salad, Bread and butter, coffee and dessert.) Veal Oskar, Grenadine of beef, Lobster Cassolette for the continental gourmet. Open for lunch 11:00, dinners served until 10 p.m. Closed Mondays.

FARMHOUSE ENGLISH RESTAURANT
711 Thousand Oaks Blvd. Thousand Oaks, 495-9148. Charming Farmhouse English restaurant at the lucky number of 711 Thousand Oaks Blvd. These pleasant folk serve luncheon 11:30 until 2 P.M. and dinner 6:30 until 10 P.M.

Regular dinner menu features the aforementioned Duck soup, choice of greens and dressing from the salad bar; roast beef, steak and kidney pie, chicken and mushroom pie all served with roast potato or English chips, fresh vegetables and for dessert, English trifle or cheese and biscuits with fresh fruit! Luncheon $1.50 and dinners from $3.25. Try Farmhouse English Restaurant soon reservations 495-9148.

FOR ADVERTISING AND
PUBLICITY CALL
789-9858, 789-5851
FOR TRULY ELEGANT DINING
Kings Arms
Charcoal Broiled Steak Lobster Prime Rib of Beef
DINNERS $3.50 to $6.75
DINNER BUFFET SERVED
5-7 p.m. Week day 4-7 Sunday
MILTON CHARLES at the organ
Jesters Lounge
LUNCHEON DAILY
3832 Sherman Way (off White Oak) Reseda
845-2664 848-2042

NEW IN ENCINO
MONTELEONE'S
ITALIAN & CONTINENTAL CUISINE
ALL FOOD COOKED TO ORDER
DINNERS COCKTAILS ENTERTAINMENT
FROM 4 PM
HAPPY HOUR: 4 TO 5:30 PM
986 - 2245
16911 VENTURA BLVD., ENCINO CORNER BALBOA BLVD.

KOSHERAMAS
DELICATESSEN RESTAURANT
"Catering Our Specialty"
PRICE INCLUDES COLE SLAW, POTATO SALAD, JEWISH RYE BREAD & KOSHER PICKLES.
NEW POLICY DELICIOUS SPECIALS DAILY
1. Imported Danish Ham Plate potato salad, rye bread & butter . . . . . . . . $1.50
2. Cold Rare Roast Beef Plate cole slaw or Potato salad, rye bread & butter $1.50
(above special will be featured along with comparable selections)
3807 RIVERSIDE DRIVE BURBANK 846-0212

YANKEE PEDLAR
3820 Riverside Drive, Burbank. VI 9-1711 & TH 2-413. The festively decorated luncheon and dinner spot for the fans from nearby Warner's-7 Arts, NBC-TV and Universal International, with an extensive menu designed for discriminating tastes by the Pedlar's award-winning staff. Warm, intimate atmosphere featuring Continental tableside service with the personal touch; flambeaux dishes a house specialty, as well as excellent sea foods, steaks and fowl. Keyboards artist nightly, all major cards honored. Famed restaurateur Wally Branch will be there to greet you.
THRILLS – Speed and thrills highlight the Gold Rusher runaway mine train which propels guests at speeds of near 50 mph on a breathtaking ride around and down Magic Mountain to the '49er mining train station.

"Lion" Director Signs Film Pact

Hollywood: John Calley, executive vice president in charge of production for Warner Bros., announces that the company has entered into an agreement with Anthony Harvey, director of "The Lion In Winter" and "They Might Be Giants," for the development of two projects for the company.

Mr. Calley said "we are delighted that our association with Mr. Harvey which began on 'A Glimpse of Tiger' will continue. Mr. Harvey's contributions to that production were enormous."

Announcement for the first of the two projects will be made shortly.

HOLLYWOOD TURF CLUB Associated Charities has actively supported the Boy Scout program for many years.

L to R: Harry von Zell and Scout Chris Trott, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Trott, Encino, shown accepting a check from Hollywood Turf Club for the San Fernando Valley Council, Boy Scouts of America, from Lee Stewart, Director of Public Relations, Hollywood Park.***

HACIENDA DEL LOBO

Hotel-Motel
Puerto Vallarta, México.

PUERTO VALLARTAS newest hotel
... A touch of Colonial Mexico on beautiful Bandera Bay.

You will find your room, furnished and decorated in typical hacienda style, air conditioned and comfortable in every way. Outdoors, a large swimming pool and tennis court await you.

LA ESPUELA will serve you delicious tropical cocktails you have never tasted before – but you will surely want to taste again!

LA CARRETA will put before you meals in the luxurious old Mexican hacienda style. Comfort, Service and Attention with the true Mexican hospitality.

JET SERVICE, TRAIN TO TEPIC, BUS AND AUTOMOBILE TRAVEL OVER NEW HIGHWAY.

Enjoy our large Swimming pool... sunning area and Tennis court.

RESIDENT MANAGER: IGNACIO VEGA
For Reservations telephone L.A. or write direct.
L.A. Call 734-2834
P.O. BOX 60  PUERTO VALLARTA JALISCO, MEXICO

West Coast Representative George Smith
Lee Graham

MAN ABOUT TOWN

With the current rage of nostalgia, the Encore Theatre came up with an unique idea to help promote their Humphrey Bogart Festival. A cocktail party was held in the lobby for actors who had appeared with the late star.

June Allyson, who co-starred with him in “Battle Circus,” still has the innocent grin, crinkling blue eyes, and husky voice which captivated a generation of wartime moviegoers. It’s hard to believe she’s 48 and her children (by Dick Powell) are grown.

The animated star-to-be was discovered by George Abbott while understudying Betty Hutton in “Panama Hattie,” and first featured on Broadway in “Best Foot Forward” thirty years ago. She followed the role to Hollywood for the screen version and didn’t return to the stage until last year when she had a brief run in “40 Carats.”

Born Ellie Geisman in a Bronx tenement, the real June Allyson in not nearly as uncomplicated and sunny as she appears. Describing her screen appearances, forever in a Peter Pan collar, she says, “I was all wrapped up in one gooeey glob.”

Bogie in “Tokyo Joe.” He’s now a director at Screen Gems. Divorced from Polly Bergen in 1955, he lives with his second wife and three children in the valley.

Others reminiscing about their experiences with Bogart were Florence Marly (“Tokyo Joe”), Jeffrey Lynn (“Roaring Twenties”), Allen Jenkins (“Dead End” and “Marked Woman”), Marc Lawrence (“San Quentin”), and Robert Arthur (“The Big Sleep”).

Stage Debuts

Carol Burnett and George Kennedy had never appeared in a stage play in Los Angeles. That situation was rectified when they co-starred in “Plaza Suite” at the Huntington Hartford.

Even though Carol has captivated audiences in every medium, she is not widely known for her stage work. Outside of summer stock, her only appearances in the theatre were “Once Upon A Mattress,” 1959, and “Fade Out-Fade In,” 1964.

Divorced from Dick Powell in 1960, she returned when she learned of his incurable illness and the two were reconciled for a year before his death. Later, June married Dick’s barber, Glen Maxwell, whom she divorced recently after a stormy life together beset with personal problems. Now all that is behind her. She sold her Newport Beach home, moved into the Wilshire Comstock and is reactivating her career.

Another old friend at the party was Jerome Courtland who worked with George Kennedy, oddly enough, had never been on the stage. He was the youngest disc jockey on Long Island when World War II intervened and he enlisted in the army. When the war ended, George decided to stay in the service.

In 1957, he opened the Army’s first Information Office in New York City, working on service connected projects. One was “Sergeant Bilko” on which Kennedy served as technical advisor. Two years later, he developed back trouble (since cured), was discharged, and decided to try his luck in Hollywood.

Within a week after he arrived, George was working in a “Sugarfoot” episode, and, at 33, his career was launched a second time. After eight years, the burly actor won an Academy Award for “Cool Hand Luke,” and has been in constant demand since.

Honoring Carol and George, after their opening night performance, James A. Doolittle put out a red carpet to the entrance of his Trousdale estate and hosted a large party, assisted by pretty Norma Foster.

In addition to their respective mates, Joe Hamilton and Revel Kennedy, others toasting the stars were Rock Hudson and Flo Allen, Lydia and Charlton Heston, Martha Raye, Eydie (Gorme) and Steve Lawrence, Nancy Sinatra and Ross Hunter, Mary Costa and Jim Nabors, Jane Wyman and Nolan Miller, Lisa (Kirk) and Bob Wells, and, with deep Mexican sun tans, Mary Tyler (Moore) and Grant Tinker.

Days of yore

“Let’s let silent pictures speak for themselves.” With these words King Vidor introduced “Show People” and launched the retrospective in his honor at the County Museum of Art. The 77-year-old film pioneer pointed out that seeing these works, which he created over forty years ago, is like opening a package of old love letters—some are fun, others embarrassing.

THE MAN (about town, that is) and actress June Allyson at a recent filmtown party, reaffirmed the fact that she’s resuming her picture career. She’s the widow of actor Richard Powell. ***

COMEDIENNE CAROL BURNETT and actor George Kennedy, both of “Plaza Suite”, Kennedy’s first stage role, Burnett’s third. ***

SILENT FILM STAR Coleen Moore and famed director King Vidor as they appeared at the recent King Vidor retrospective at the L.A. County Museum of Art. ***

George Kennedy, odd enough, had never been on the stage. He was the youngest disc jockey on Long Island when World War II intervened and he enlisted in the army. When the war ended, George decided to stay in the service.

In 1957, he opened the Army’s first Information Office in New York City, working on service connected projects. One was “Sergeant Bilko” on which Kennedy served as technical advisor. Two years later, he developed back trouble (since cured), was discharged, and decided to try his luck in Hollywood.

Within a week after he arrived, George was working in a “Sugarfoot” episode, and, at 33, his career was launched a second time. After eight years, the burly actor won an Academy Award for “Cool Hand Luke,” and has been in constant demand since.

Honoring Carol and George, after their opening night performance, James A. Doolittle put out a red carpet to the entrance of his Trousdale estate and hosted a large party, assisted by pretty Norma Foster.

In addition to their respective mates, Joe Hamilton and Revel Kennedy, others toasting the stars were Rock Hudson and Flo Allen, Lydia and Charlton Heston, Martha Raye, Eydie (Gorme) and Steve Lawrence, Nancy Sinatra and Ross Hunter, Mary Costa and Jim Nabors, Jane Wyman and Nolan Miller, Lisa (Kirk) and Bob Wells, and, with deep Mexican sun tans, Mary Tyler (Moore) and Grant Tinker.

Days of yore

“Let’s let silent pictures speak for themselves.” With these words King Vidor introduced “Show People” and launched the retrospective in his honor at the County Museum of Art. The 77-year-old film pioneer pointed out that seeing these works, which he created over forty years ago, is like opening a package of old love letters—some are fun, others embarrassing.

Actresses of the silent screen were there, including Vidor's constant companion Colleen Moore whom he directed in "Sky Pilot" 51 years ago, Marian Nixon, Claire Windsor and Frances Howard Goldwyn. Others were Betsy and Al Bloomingdale, Tom Drake, Mona and Karl Malden, Dana Wynter, and Steve Preston of Club John.

And more days of yore


Once again, this time at the Wiltern, stars of the silent and early talkie era joined patrons to see a film classic directed in "Sky Pilot" 51 years ago, Gaylord Carter.

What a turnout. Imagine looking around and seeing Betty Bronson, Mae Clark, Eddie Quillan, Madge Kennedy, Evelyn Brent, Jack Oakie, Babe London, Harriet "Baby" Parsons, and Mrs. Harold Bell Wright, widow of the novelist. Sort of takes you back, doesn't it?

COWBOY GARY COOPER, age 25, had been a genuine rancher, and it was partly because he didn't like that kind of life that he embarked on a theatrical career. His first big acting break came with his role as a cowboy in King Vidor's "Show People," a 1928 Satire which starred Marion Davies.

Even though the stars of "Barbara Worth" were Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman, the picture is remembered for giving a lanky, 25-year-old cowboy his first acting break. Gay Cooper grew tired riding the range on his father's small Montana ranch ("Gettin' up at five o'clock in the mornin' in the dead of winter to feed 450 head of cattle and shoveling manure at forty below ain't romantic") and came to Hollywood. He was a five-dollar-a-day extra when he got the second lead in "Barbara Worth." At that time he said, "I was down to the essential starting point for all actors. I was broke."

With talkies, strangely enough, despite the monotone voice, his "yups" and "nopes," Cooper established a brave new style of screen heroism which carried him over from horse operas to three decades of comedies and dramas playing opposite such femmes fatales as Clara Bow, Marlene Dietrich, Carole Lombard, Tallulah Bankhead, Rita Hayworth, Ingrid Bergman, Patricia Neal (this romance was also off-screen during "The Fountainhead") and even after he was leathery and prairie-worn, a young Audrey Hepburn.

Downtown

George Lim's has been a favorite restaurant since genial George opened it two years ago. Finding myself downtown, I welcomed the opportunity to have dinner there again. The food and service are as good as ever and the exotic atmosphere is conducive to dining leisurely.

The waiter stopped by and said a pretty young lady wanted to say hello. He was right. Waving from across the room was restaurateur Edna Earle, on a busman's holiday from her Fog Cutter, with Bob Arnold.

Monkey business

After years of attending parties for people who acted like monkeys, I went to one for a monkey who acted like people.

His name is Baby Milo and the swank soiree in the Grand Trianon of the Beverly Wilshire followed the preview of "Escape From the Planet of the Apes" at 20th Century-Fox. Milo wasn't happy about the flashbulbs exploding, but at least he didn't act like that long ago star who went ape, King Kong.

Producer Arthur Jacobs was host, and, in addition to Milo, other cast members greeting guests were Jacob's wife, Natalie Trundy, Ricardo Montalban, Eric Braeden, Bradford Dillman, and the film's director, Don Taylor.

Suzy Parker and husband Brad Dillman came for the evening from their home in Santa Barbara. They try to avoid the party circuit. As Suzy explained, "Even in my heyday I didn't smoke, drink, go to nightclubs, or even dance."

One-Man Woman

"I'm a one-man woman . . . one man at a time." Who else but Mae West?

Looking and acting like the greatest female impersonator of all time, she went to college (UCLA to be exact) and spoke to students who had just seen "I'm No Angel" which she made before they were born.

Undulating on stage, standing with her hand on her hip ("It's resting"), 77-year-old Mae bridged the generation gap and showed the youngsters why their parents (and grandparents) regard her as a phenomenon.

Students howled at such lines as "I used to be Snow White, but I drifted," and "It's not the men in my life, it's the life in my men that counts."

A couple of years ago, Mae invited me up to her white-on-white Rossmore apartment. She neither smokes nor drinks and expresses her disdain by offering no liquor or having ashtrays around. She is a firm believer in ESP and often sponsors psychics. At this time she had sent ESP authority, Dr. Kelly, to a party where drinks were served. Poor Dr. Kelly imbibed, got the wrong vibrations, and forecast all the wrong futures. I was holding my sides with laughter when I heard the story and was informed by an icy voice, "It isn't funny."

I haven't been invited back. ***

La Costa

Nestled in the hills near San Diego is one of the most luxurious resorts in existence, La Costa. Something new has been added to the constant round of activities. Pancho Segura has opened a tennis clinic using his experience and ability to pinpoint problems, so go on down and improve your game.

At night, La Costa can become a festive social club, and did while we were there. Manager Barry Henry and his attractive wife, Barbara, were hosts for cocktails and a gourmet dinner. Guests were the spa's pretty and competent public relations head, Zetta Castle, Rosemary and . . . David McDonald from Palm Springs, Dolly and Bob Maw.
SCREEN GEMS

Paul B. Stager, Jr., has been named West Coast studio counsel for SG’s. He replaces Sheldon M. Mittleman who has resigned. Stager has been associate studio counsel for the past six years. He and his wife Carol live in Sherman Oaks.

Jeremy Gelbwaks had to bow out of his regular role as Chris in “The Partridge Family.” His family is moving to West Virginia where his father is now employed as an electrical engineer. Jeremy is being replaced by Brian Forster in the comedy series with music. Brian is the son of actress Jeniffer Raine and step-son of actor Whit Bissell so he is keeping it in the family.

Douglas S. Cramer will serve as executive producer of “QB-VII,” the Leon Uris best-selling novel which SG’s will bring to the tv screen as a multi-part feature for ABC-TV’s Circle Films. This will be Cramer’s first project since joining SG’s/Columbia Pics as an indy producer of tv programs and motion pictures.

Rick Rosner Productions has joined SG’s and will produce and develop programs for syndication.

Also new at SG’s is John Richard

Civic and business dignitaries attended the “Salute to Commerce” luncheon sponsored by the Continental Hyatt House and the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce. At the luncheon, Bricker Lincoln-Mercury was cited for community service, leadership and business accomplishments. John Carlini, Vice President and General Manager, is pictured with his associates accepting the award from Diane Serjeant of Continental Hyatt House.

NOW! CLEAN UP SALE
on all 1971 Buicks & Opels

FLEET DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDIO EMPLOYEES

This dealership has been personally contacted and has agreed to give employees of all Studios the best possible deal, consistent with ethical business practices.

YOU MUST SEE or call me personally for a “Studio employees’ deal.”

Harry L. Harris

FINE SELECTION OF USED CARS

Harvey Tyrrell Buick

BUICK AND OPEL AUTHORIZED SALES & SERVICE

COMPLETE MECHANICAL REPAIRS • BODY AND PAINT DEPT.

FREE PICK-UP and DELIVERY

4645 Lankershim Blvd, North Hollywood, Calif.
North Hollywood* Los Angeles* West Valley
766-5211 – 877-5361 – 984-3430

6439 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 5-6115
Hollywood’s favorite jeweler since 1920.

Omega Seamaster 300

It's built like a submarine, and is so waterproof deepsea divers trust it to time their oxygen supply. Withstands 'under-water pressures up to 600 feet. Has time-reserve indicator with click-set rim. Fully automatic. Stainless steel adjustable bracelet. $150

See our complete Omega men's & ladies collection, $65 to over $1000.

OmEga

WILLIAM STROMBERG, INC., JEWELERS.
KEN CARGILL, formerly customer relations manager with a large Ford Agency in San Fernando Valley, is now with Canyon Ford, to assist you. 

The new CONTINENTAL Motor Home

Summer Rentals

MT 18 ft. Self Contained - Shower & Toilet
Built on Chevrolet chassis with 350 Cubic inch engine....$195 a wk.
22 Ft. model with air conditioning.....$250 a week

CROSSROADS
5430 LANKERSHIM BLVD.
NORTH HOLLYWOOD
Telephone 985-1500
PLUS SMALL MILEAGE FEE

C. "ROCKY" BAYLESS SEZ
Come out to Newhall
Where our overhead is low!
Where we give you the difference in dough!

NEW PINTO
3 DOOR RUNABOUT
Giant 5 foot trunk
Little Pinto price
$2062

Williams who has been named assistant to Lawrence A. Gordon, V-P in charge of development. Williams was formerly in the story dept, at 20th Century-Fox, was literary assistant to Raymond Burr and Lester Salkov at Harbour Productions, and assistant to heads of the motion picture and literary depts. at Ashley-Famous Agency.

AIPieces

B r a y d e n L i n d e n , t h e hippie-on-a-motorcycle in "Bunny O'Hare," has just purchased a new business which he is operating between assignments. He is inviting the public to patronize his Linden-Coty Limousine Service. He promises he won't drive.

Vincent Price recently participated in the U.S. Government-sponsored Associated Council of the Arts forum on culture in America today in Washington, D.C. He was a member of the panel discussing "Government as Planner." The star of "Dr. Phibes" was the only actor to participate in the event. Price also made a unique appearance with the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra during which he recited poems by Edgar Allan Poe to original music composed by Leonard Slatkin.

Robert Quarry has just signed what may be one of the longest contracts of its sort in the industry today. He will star in at least two films each year for five years for American International. These will be in addition to "The Return of Count Yorga," the recently completed sequel to "Count Yorga, Vampire," in which he essayed the title role.

"The House of the Seven Gables" will be made available to Variety Clubs International throughout the world for charity premieres. AIP has done the same thing with "Wuthering Heights" and $250,000 is being raised for youth charities with such premieres.

AROUND AND ABOUT

Girls Friday of Show Business announced the most successful Angel Ball in club's history was held June 5th at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel, Godfrey Cambridge made a smashing MC and introduced singers Ruth Olay and John Rowles who were both recalled for encores. Last year's Angel of the Year, Robert Middleton, presented award to 1971 Angel, Gregg Morris, while Lee Meriwether and hubby Frank Aletter drew for the door prizes. Much of the credit for this event goes to Marlene Mattaschiam and Judy Van Noord, co-dance chairmen who came up with a good show and some wonderful prizes.
Also spotted in the audience were South American singer, Bertha Dupuy; Joy Wilkerson and husband producer Tony Cardoza, Colette Wood of the Hollywood Reporter and Syd Cassyds. (Syd’s with Boxoffice).

Harry Mines, one of the best unit publicists in the biz, confides he’s left Solters & Sabinson and is back in the rat race. Harry never did like to be confined to one desk from 9 to 6.

See you next month. * * *

Lee Graham’s Man About Town continued from Page 26

May the Orange Bird of happiness fly over your juice depositing vitamin C. Who is Orange Bird? He’s the new cartoon character created by Walt Disney Productions for use in the food and beverage field by the Florida Department of Citrus. This new character will play a major role with Anita Bryant in the departments promo activities in the Sunshine Pavilion at Walt Disney World, which opens in October. Orange Bird will also join the Disney family of characters in books, records and other means of exposure. Orange Bird doesn’t talk, whistle or sing either. He communicates by expressing thoughts in puffs of orange smoke that appear over his head. Wonder if he blows smoke rings too?
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Lee Graham’s Man About Town
RECOMMENDED
BUSINESS FIRMS
Offer Special Services and consideration to Studio Employees.

**House of Wigs**
MEN'S & LADIES WIGS
5243 LANKERSHIM BLVD.
NORTH HOLLYWOOD
ACROSS FROM WOOLWORTH'S
100% HUMAN HAIR & SYNTHETIC WIGS
EXPERT CLEANING and STYLING
OPEN 6 DAYS TILL 5:30 PM - FRI TILL 8PM
985-6353

**LOYA AND ASSOCIATES Inc.**
1301 W. MAGNOLIA BURBANK
842-0392 842-3002
* INCOME TAX * REAL ESTATE
* INSURANCE * NOTARY
SE HABLA ESPANOL

**Phillips Dodge**
SERVICE ON ALL CHRYSLER PRODUCTS
SALES *. MOTOR HOMES *. COLTS
SERVICE *. TRUCKS *. ALL DODGE MODELS
LEASING
845-8321
*** SHARP USED CARS
549 S. SAN FERNANDO BLVD. BURBANK

**George Barnes**
Flowers
13205 VENTURA BLVD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD

**Close to All Studios**
North Hollywood Health Club
Complete Physical Conditioning by Personal Supervision Only.
5126 LANKERSHIM BLVD., NO. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91601
769-9142 — 769-9167

**George Barnes**
Flowers
13205 VENTURA BLVD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD

**Phillips Dodge**
SERVICE ON ALL CHRYSLER PRODUCTS
SALES *. MOTOR HOMES *. COLTS
SERVICE *. TRUCKS *. ALL DODGE MODELS
LEASING
845-8321
*** SHARP USED CARS
549 S. SAN FERNANDO BLVD. BURBANK

**David Novik**
STUDIO 881-8180

**Photography by**
Willy Leon
19640 VENTURA BLVD. TARZANA, CALIF. 91356

**B & K Electric Co.**
12409 Ventura Court STUDIO CITY
15015 Ventura Blvd., SHERMAN OAKS

**All Types Electrical Work**
"No Job Too Small" Quality Work

**B & K Electric Co.**
12409 Ventura Court STUDIO CITY
15015 Ventura Blvd., SHERMAN OAKS

**Prestige Estates**
Ask for Joe or Lila Skaff
ST. 8-9111

**Skaff Realtors**
Residential and Income Property.
Commercial Listing
17228 Ventura Blvd
Encino

**Prestige Estates**
Ask for Joe or Lila Skaff
ST. 8-9111

**Skaff Realtors**
Residential and Income Property.
Commercial Listing
17228 Ventura Blvd
Encino
For The Classic Film Buff

STUDIO Magazine innovates a direct appeal to classic film fans—and to collectors of movie memorabilia. We have a new editorial department and a new classified section especially for movie hobbyists. We'll be running feature stories on the "big ones" of the old days, along with actual size reproductions of autographed photos of the stars of the 20's and 30's. If you express interest, we'll set up a Letters Column, where you can exchange data with other readers, ask questions and, hopefully, get answers. Pass the word along.*

ORIGINAL AUTOGRAPHED PHOTOGRAPHS
OF THE SILENT STARS OF YESTERYEAR

ALMOST FORGOTTEN by most, a 1971 youngster tries Shirley Temple's 1935 footprints on for size at Grauman's Chinese Theater, a total gap of 36 years. Thirty-six years! ***

MOVE SLOWLY for this old motion picture camera, only one item from a rare collection of early-Hollywood artifacts, costumes, posters, photos, etc., presently on display in the Tarzana (Calif.) branch of Coast & Southern Federal Savings and Loan. Manager Robert G. Marchant and staffer Karen Cohn pose in this unique movie museum which features one-a-day free showings of vintage movies Mondays through Saturdays. ***

JOHN GILBERT, born in Logan, Utah, in 1895, died in Hollywood on Jan. 9, 1935, of a heart attack. Perhaps the greatest of the "great lovers" of silent pictures, Gilbert's voice did not measure up to what the public thought it ought to be and his career plummeted with the advent of "talkies". One of his last films was "Queen Christina" (1934) opposite Greta Garbo, but he was never to regain the classic stature of the stardom he had attained in such films as "The Big Parade", (1925) another King Vidor feature included in the L.A. County Museum of Art retrospective, this one screening at 8:30 p.m. Saturday, June 12.

MOVE SLOWLY for this old motion picture camera, only one item from a rare collection of early-Hollywood artifacts, costumes, posters, photos, etc., presently on display in the Tarzana (Calif.) branch of Coast & Southern Federal Savings and Loan. Manager Robert G. Marchant and staffer Karen Cohn pose in this unique movie museum which features one-a-day free showings of vintage movies Mondays through Saturdays. ***
Yes, Yes, Alice!
The other night I was watching Joey Bishop m.c. the Johnny Carson Show when the teevee screen suddenly lit up with the radiant glow of a golden-era superstar. There she was, my favorite ever since I fell in love with her when she sang, "Alexander's Ragtime Band."

The same Cinemascope blue eyes, the velvet voice thrilling me all over again. Alice Faye was on; still blonde, still beautiful. As she went into her dance, displaying those fabulous Faye legs, a beautiful movie legend was performing; singing, dancing her way into our hearts all over again. Miss Alice Faye, 120 pounds of well-shaped female glamour vivaciously singing, "I Want To Be Happy."

Later Alice told Joey, "I'd love to do 'No, No, Nanette' in London." You could almost hear loyal fans cheering, "Yes, Yes, Alice!"

Alice flew to New York City to accept the revived Liberty Magazine plaque as the "Film Star to Remember" at a glittering nostalgic gala atop Rockefeller Center in the Rainbow Room. Benny Goodman was there, along with Lillian Roth, Hildagarde, Patsy Kelly, Ruby Keeler and Shirley Booth.

When Alice returned to California I contacted her at her rambling ranch home in Palm Springs. Alice never seemed more happy, excited or glamorous.

"It's all coming back and I think it's wonderful," she exclaimed. "I love this upsurge of nostalgia that finds Lauren Bacall, Ruby Keeler, Lillian Roth, Patsy Kelly, Yvonne de Carlo and Alexis Smith..."
The most versatile E S P personality in southern California is undoubtedly mystic Maxine Bell. Of her unique E S P gifts, Jess Stearn asserts, “Maxine is a truly rare phenomenon.”

In our Hollywood Studio Magazine interview, Maxine revealed she has often been involved in the Hollywood scene. Recently, she appeared on NBC-TV as she checked out vibrations in house of film star Bela Lugosi.

Once she warned Elke Sommer and husband Joe Hyams that they should move from their house. They’d had so much trouble with strange, mysterious happenings they felt sure it must be haunted. Maxine warned fire would eventually force them to flee and strongly advised them to leave immediately. They didn’t, and fire later forced them to flee just as Miss Bell had warned.

Movie-star’s children, victimized by drug-addiction have made Maxine’s home their headquarters on more than one occasion, Maxine explains, “I am a firm believer in God. I direct the youth to him, using the power of prayer to guide them through their dire difficulties. Maxine will not divulge the names of the stars or their children, commenting simply, “I helped them. That’s what I’m here for.”

She continues: “I work with my divine psychic gift to heal. I have helped many ill and distressed who have come to me. It is my gift from God to heal the sick. I am a believer in God. I merely act as the medium for these genuises. They play a refrain over and over until I transmit it correctly.”

Miss Bell’s talents are indeed varied, her work wide, and the music she has composed and played most beautiful, Hollywood film stars, including Mae West, Elvis Presley, Bing Crosby, Alice Faye and many more have had unique E S P experiences. More about specific movie-star E S P experiences will appear in forthcoming issues.

Among Hollywood celebrities who’ve come to Maxine for consultation and guidance are such stars as Jennifer Jones. Interestingly, Jennifer recently revealed she is vitally interested in helping curb the dope traffic among young people, warning them of the dangers involved, a work Maxine has been involved with for a long time.

Irv Kupcinet, famed Chicago news columnist and television personality came to ask Maxine to help him find out what really happened in the tragic death of his actress daughter Karyn Kupcinet.

Even more remarkable than Maxine’s many gifts, which include clairvoyance, horoscope reading, and making predictions with 90% accuracy might be her most unusual and unique musical gift. Shortly an album of symphonic works with Maxine at the piano will be released. It is called “Medium of the Masters”, and features musical works she has composed, acting as the medium for Brahms, Chopin, Rachmaninoff and others.

Maxine gained concert stage fame for her talent with the piano. Now, she has added composing, scoring and transmitting from the other world major musical works.

“Don’t give me any of the credit,” she insists modestly, “I merely act as the medium for these genuises. They play a refrain over and over until I transmit it correctly.”

Faye film musical scores won Academy Awards. “You’ll Never Know”, which Alice sang so hauntingly well in “Hello, Frisco, Hello” won an Oscar as best movie song of the year. Her high-kicking Can-Can in “In Old Chicago” is unforgettable. “Lillian Russell” proved simply carying on the work Edgar Cayce began. Doctors bring people to me for analysis so I can help them get to the origin of their illnesses that have eluded them.

She continues, “As I’ve used this divine gift, I’m grateful to God, the gift of healing has increased.”

Among Hollywood celebrities who’ve come to Maxine for consultation and guidance are such stars as Jennifer Jones. Interestingly, Jennifer recently revealed she is vitally interested in helping curb the dope traffic among young people, warning them of the dangers involved, a work Maxine has been involved with for a long time.

Irv Kupcinet, famed Chicago news columnist and television personality came to ask Maxine to help him find out what really happened in the tragic death of his actress daughter Karyn Kupcinet.

Even more remarkable than Maxine’s many gifts, which include clairvoyance, horoscope reading, and making predictions with 90% accuracy might be her most unusual and unique musical gift. Shortly an album of symphonic works with Maxine at the piano will be released. It is called “Medium of the Masters”, and features musical works she has composed, acting as the medium for Brahms, Chopin, Rachmaninoff and others.

Maxine gained concert stage fame for her talent with the piano. Now, she has added composing, scoring and transmitting from the other world major musical works.

“Don’t give me any of the credit,” she insists modestly, “I merely act as the medium for these genuises. They play a refrain over and over until I transmit it correctly.”

Miss Bell’s talents are indeed varied, her work wide, and the music she has composed and played most beautiful, Hollywood film stars, including Mae West, Elvis Presley, Bing Crosby, Alice Faye and many more have had unique E S P experiences. More about specific movie-star E S P experiences will appear in forthcoming issues.

Among Hollywood celebrities who’ve come to Maxine for consultation and guidance are such stars as Jennifer Jones. Interestingly, Jennifer recently revealed she is vitally interested in helping curb the dope traffic among young people, warning them of the dangers involved, a work Maxine has been involved with for a long time.

Irv Kupcinet, famed Chicago news columnist and television personality came to ask Maxine to help him find out what really happened in the tragic death of his actress daughter Karyn Kupcinet.

Even more remarkable than Maxine’s many gifts, which include clairvoyance, horoscope reading, and making predictions with 90% accuracy might be her most unusual and unique musical gift. Shortly an album of symphonic works with Maxine at the piano will be released. It is called “Medium of the Masters”, and features musical works she has composed, acting as the medium for Brahms, Chopin, Rachmaninoff and others.

Maxine gained concert stage fame for her talent with the piano. Now, she has added composing, scoring and transmitting from the other world major musical works.

“Don’t give me any of the credit,” she insists modestly, “I merely act as the medium for these genuises. They play a refrain over and over until I transmit it correctly.”

Miss Bell’s talents are indeed varied, her work wide, and the music she has composed and played most beautiful, Hollywood film stars, including Mae West, Elvis Presley, Bing Crosby, Alice Faye and many more have had unique E S P experiences. More about specific movie-star E S P experiences will appear in forthcoming issues.
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JANET GAYNOR - TODAY!

Movie Museums

Where the Collections are:

MOVIE WORLD CARS AND PLANES
6900 Orangethorp Ave., Buena Park, Calif. 90260.
(213) 523-1520

AMERICAN HISTORICAL MUSEUM
4013 W. Magnolia, Burbank 91505. (213) 843-9045

MOVIELAND OF THE AIR
Orange County Airport 92707. (714) 545-5021

BRIGGS-CUNNINGHAM AUTO MUSEUM
250 E. Baker, Costa Mesa, Calif. 92627. (714) 546-7660

MOVIELAND WAX MUSEUM & PALACE OF LIVING ART
7711 Beach Blvd., Buena Park, Calif. 90620. (714) 628-6967

HELM'S HALL (SPORTS & OLYMPIC EXHIBITS)
8760 Venice Blvd., L.A. 90034. (213) 870-3484

L.A. COUNTY MUSEUM MOVIELAND EXHIBITS ON HISTORY
Los Angeles, Calif.

PASADENA MUSEUM OF ARTS
Pasadena, Calif.

MUSEUM OF MODERN ART
52nd East, N.Y.

MUSEUM OF PERFORMING ARTS
N.Y.

GEORGE EASTMAN HOUSE LIBRARY
Rochester, N.Y.

ANTHROPOLOGY FILM ARCHIVES
N.Y.

HOLLYWOOD WAX MUSEUM

PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVES
Univ. of Calif. Berkeley, Ca.

UNIVERSAL STUDIO TOURS
Collection of Memorabilia, Universal City, Calif.

ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTURE & SCIENCES

9038 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90069

HOLLYWOOD HALL OF FAME (soon to open)
7021 'Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood (213) 463-1141

AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE
Film and Book Library. "Greystone" – Beverly Hills

AMERICAN SOCIETY CINEMATOGRAPHERS
1782 N. Orange Drive, L.A.

HOLLYWOOD FIRST FEDERAL
Monthly Silent Film programs, Collection, and exhibits, Hollywood Blvd. & Highland.

UNIVERSITY OF SO. CALIF. FILM DEPT.
Gigantic collection movie memorabilia - L.A.

MOVIELAND OF THE AIR
7711 Beach Blvd., Buena Park, Calif. 90025.

16 MM FILM LIBRARIES

CALIFORNIA

HAYWARD (Area Code 415)
Tel: 783-0100.
Home office: New York, N.Y.

LOS ANGELES METROPOLITAN AREA
(Area Code 213)
Association Films Inc., 2221 S. Olive St. Zip: 90007. Tel: 763-5193 or 877-4192

Let us package a Wine assortment for the special Hostess Gift!

CATERING TO STUDIO CAST AND CREW PARTIES...

Bob and Rose Newman

RUDY’S WINE and SPIRITS CO.
10153 Riverside Drive
North Hollywood

WHAT-HAVE-YOU

Scavenger's Paradise
Antiques
BUY — RENT — SELL — SWAP
USED FURNITURE • MARBLE
3731-35 CAHUENGA WEST
TR. 7-7945
WANTED
to display in our Tarzana Movie Museum.
"When Movies were young," No glossies, press books or posters, please. Would like to buy 16mm "42nd St," also "Broadway Melody," also any Deanna Durbin. Call JIM Mc GOWAN 623 - 1351

ACTORS-MODELS-EXECs
COMPOSITES
PORTFOLIOS
by TAPPER
* 887-7263

NOSTALGIA UNLIMITED!
Golden Era Super Star Poster Sale!
5 for $2. HARLOW, GARBO, GABLE, GARLAND, WEST - 10 SUPER STARS - RARE GLAMOUR SHOTS - GREAT FOR FRAMING, DECORATION - HARLOW, Garbo, Gable, Garland, West, Hepburn, Davis, Faye, Bergman & Bogart, Crawford. Order from DIMTRITOS FILMS, 5217 Topanga Canyon, Woodland Hills, 91364, California.

FREE AD in this section with each $5 Georq* 652-7347 To&gr

WANTED
Career training for HOTELS, MOTELS, APTS, RESORTS, RESTAURANTS, CLUBS, HOSPITALS, OFFICES, NCR4200/2000 385-PBX & TYPING. KREBS SCHOOL 4421 Lankershim Blvd. (213) 984-0241 877-0803

INTRODUCING PROFESSIONAL DECORATING AND DESIGNING SERVICES.
Weddings, Dances and Fund Raising. Artistic GIFT wrapping- Mrs. Wanda Mede Call 781-5559 before 9.30am or after 8.30 pm

FOR SALE - SWAP - WANTED
FILM COLLECTORS

SELLING - COMIC BOOKS, Playboys, serial lobby cards, movie lobby cards, movie posters & pulp, pocket books, radio & cereal giveaways, monster and science fiction magazines, western comics, Sunday pages, movie big little books, etc. Your favorite movie stars. Diane Goodrich 1120 Cedar, Santa Monica, 90405. 392-4404

WANTED - Autographs of anyone famous, (especially Howard Hughes) and Law badges (Sheriff, R. R., Police, Constable, etc.) For my personal collection. Sjt. Tal Kanigche, P.O. Box 6294, Burbank, Calif. 91505

FOR SALE OR TRADE - 8 MM Blackhawk Hunchback of Notre Dame complete $49. Blackhawk "The Virginian" 8MM complete $36. Forrest Brown, 27 Montague 90266

FOR SALE OR TRADE - 8 MM SOUND FILMS SHORTS - TRAILERS - FILM COLLECTORS
WANTED - Items of the late Carmen Miranda and of Miss Mae West. Please write and let me know what you have and how much you want for them. Write to Tim Malachosky, P. O. Box 614, Santa Monica, Calif. 90406

BURNS AND ALLEN Many Happy Returns. Tape recorded copy of soundtrack desperately needed for early Paramount research project. IRV JACOBS, P. O. Box 574, NATIONAL CITY, CALIF. 92050

MOIVE STILL COLLECTOR - a new source, '20's, '30's, '40's, etc. Your favorite movie stars. Diane Goodrich 1120 Cedar, Santa Monica, 90405. 392-4404

WANTED to buy - or trade 8mm or 16mm Sound or Silent, B & W or Color Classics or class A films only. Please send lists and prices. Dan Rockin - 16724 La Maida St., Encino, Calif. 91316 213-789-2852

WANTED - 16mm GRAPEs OF WRATH, any John Barrymore's, All Quiet, Greenberg, 69-08 226th St. Bayside, N. Y. 11364

WANTED - BETTY GRABLE 78 RPM studio sound track transcriptions on 20th Century Fox label, Also tapes from television appearances, ARR Box 1063, Los Angeles, Calif. 90053 (213) 388-1042

FOR SALE - SWAP - WANTED
FILM COLLECTORS
B & W negatives buyers: Check our low prices on Blackhawk, Castle and Columbia sound prints. Used film bargains, too. For the complete story, send stamps to BAILEY STUDIO, Box 232, HSM, Mount Clemens, Mich. 48043.

WANTED: To hear from Sam Ashburn, Film writer, who wrote about Art Acor's death in Chihuahua, Mexico. Tex Jordan, 172 Tennyson Road, Warwick, R. I. 02888

FOR SALE - SWAP - WANTED
FILM COLLECTORS
B & W negatives buyers: Check our low prices on Blackhawk, Castle and Columbia sound prints. Periodic used film bargains, too. For the complete story, send stamps to BAILEY STUDIO, Box 232, HSM, Mount Clemens, Mich. 48043.


WANTED: Items of the late Carmen Miranda and of Miss Mae West. Please write and let me know what you have and how much you want for them. Write to Tim Malachosky, P. O. Box 614, Santa Monica, Calif. 90406


THE HALL OF FAME OF WESTERN FILM STARS
By Ernest N. Corneau
Complete Biographies
- 200 Illustrations
Cloth $9.75 - 10% X7% - 310 pages
THE CHRISTOPHER PUBLISHING HOUSE
53 Billings Rd. N. Quincy, Mass. 02171
“Escape from the Planet of the Apes” is the third in what is becoming a series of films (two's a sequel, three's a series) stemming from the highly original and hugely profitable “Planet of the Apes,” which producer Arthur P. Jacobs made for 20th Century-Fox four years ago.

The first film, based on Pierre Boulle’s novel, “Planet of the Apes,” took place in the distant future after human civilization as we know it had long been destroyed. The second, “Beneath the Planet of the Apes,” continued chronologically, but in the third, Paul Dehn’s original screenplay moves the period all the way back to the present day.

The simian scientists narrowly escaped the conflagrations that consumed the earth in the second film and now they travel, through a bend in time and in a handy spaceship, backward across the centuries to contemporary Los Angeles.

In “Escape from the Planet of the Apes,” Kim Hunter, the only star to appear in all three films, is reunited with her simian husband in the first one. Both stars, in their ape makeup, get to wear fashionable modern clothes for the first time.

For the new film, producer Jacobs has added a new ape character who, in a switch in casting, is played by filmdom’s longtime favorite juvenile delinquent, Sal Mineo. These three are the only ape characters in the story. Actually, there is a fourth but he is a contemporary, non-intelligent ape in a zoo who tries in his confused way to befriend the brilliant visitors. He is played by Janos Prohaska who specializes in portraying apes on the screen.

Among the contemporary human characters are Bradford Dillman who plays an animal psychiatrist. “I’m the first to discover that they can actually think and talk,” Dillman says. “From there on, I seek to protect them against authorities who would have them destroyed because they are strange.” Dillman says he has never known an animal psychiatrist but they must certainly exist in Beverly Hills.

Natalie Trundy, who in private life is Mrs. Arthur P. Jacobs, plays another animal psychiatrist. Miss Trundy was a well-known Broadway actress before a broken back interrupted her career some years back.

Eric Braeden, who played a brilliant scientist in the recent, “Colossus, the Forbin Project,” plays another scientist here and William Windom, who played a congressman on television for several years, goes all the way up to President of the United States in this film.

Ricardo Montalban plays the owner of a circus and Albert Salmi is seen as the government interrogator of the articulate simians.

“Escape from the Planet of the Apes” was directed by Don Taylor, a leading actor before he turned to directing. “Escape” is his fifth feature film, although he has dozens of television shows, to his credit.

“Escape from the Planet of the Apes” was filmed entirely in Los Angeles and environs. In this part of the world, actors before cameras on the street don’t cause much commotion anymore, but when the actors are apes and the apes are checking into the Beverly Wilshire Hotel or shopping for clothes at Giorgio’s Dress Shop and Dick Carroll’s Men’s Shop, even blase natives are likely to gape. Gape they did, causing numerous traffic jams.

The splashdown of the spacecraft was shot off the Malibu coast north of Los Angeles. Other locations included the Los Angeles Zoo and the County Museum of Natural History. Ricardo Montalban’s circus was set up on a golf course across the street from 20th Century-Fox.

Besides Jacobs, McDowall and Miss Hunter, other major veterans of the original “Planet of the Apes” on hand for the third film are art director William Creber and makeup genius John Chambers.

Creber’s job was simpler this time around.

For the first film, he had to dream up the vast Ape City. For the second, he had to create a mutated New York City entirely underground. For the current film, he merely had to cope with present-day Los Angeles.

Makeup man Chambers’ job was easier too, simply because he had only three simians to deal with.

One new problem involved making a baby chimpanzee resemble Kim Hunter and Roddy McDowall who are supposed to be his parents. Chambers, who worked with 20th Century-Fox makeup chief Dan Striepeke on the new film, won an Oscar for his original ape makeup for “Planet of the Apes,” one of only two Oscars ever given to makeup men in the Academy’s 43-year history.

Associate producer Frank Capra, Jr., the son of the distinguished filmmaker, has had 16 years of experience in TV as writer, film editor, director and producer. He recently served as associate producer of “Maroooned.”

Cinematographer Joseph Biroc’s previous credits include “Bye Bye Birdie,” “Hush, Hush ... Sweet Charlotte” and “The Flight of the Phoenix.”
The Valley's Biggest Name For Automotive Buys...

POLLARD WITTMAN ROBB

NEW CARS
6001 Van Nuys Blvd. AT OXNARD
• 785-2111 • 873-1070

USED CAR CENTER
5633 Van Nuys Blvd.
785-2114

Open Weekdays, 8:30 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sat., 8:30 a.m.-7 p.m.; Sun., 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Where the Valley Goes for Value...

First in Sales, Leasing, and Service
Revolutionary Mazda with the Rotary engine.

Valley's largest selection of Chevy's, Jaguar's, MG's, Mazdas and Chevy Trucks. Truly a super market of savings. Stop and shop. You'll be glad you did.

FLETCHERS CHEVROLET
ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALERS
16425 Ventura Blvd., Encino
783-8300

FLETCHERS MG - JAGUARS MAZDAS
16425 Ventura Blvd., Encino
783-8300